
f' that Shakespeare drew. We can see where he got different ideas
that1,

incorporated in his writing. In the case of the Pentateuch W¬
h/

(e noçi2;

earlier *ria documen1or previous6oks from which it might alleged

that the writer drew. The critip( reconstruct the sources siy by

tü taking the parts of the tateuch as it stands% arid
,41eavoring

t

to fit them together. Thi/ was a common practice be en 1800 and
/ today

1870. It is a practice ix has been mo&?r J entirely

given up. frchaeolog/t discover grit

great Babylonian w/ck, no one today tries to de it up into two

threeour
diffe1/enc

ansuggest how these combined together,V

have the
Gi1g74h

story from Babylon which/IZ%P ih wa doubtless
C) q. If

I
I/

the work of iterary genius. Mm We als?' have various storiej about

Gilgamesh 4i Sumerian from an earlier t,'Me. This makes it p'ssib1e for us

fill / /
to see where the writer of the grea BAbylonian Gilgames epic got

some of his ideas, but x xx no/one today would thin1. that we could
.fØrt LAf / /

divide the Gilgamesh' into vario original sources x5cwggxX

suggest that they were
simpfr

combined together as/they stood.
/

The method n4e4s not used today/ exceit as regards to the

Bible. Even there 1, iˆerpreters simply rather slavishly follow

what Graf-/ and Wel1haisen presented. The meth is out-of-date today,

and the continuZance of the theory is an anacifronism.

Now, to get back to the alleged evidences. We notice

that w as we go through the situation is not at all as many students seem

to think. You cannot take t whole chapters

large sectiou$ of chapters and say that one group uses the name Yaweh and

f,
the other group mom entirely uses the name Elohij ,,Andpitti them

togehter gives you a differnt document. N9 .

Wellhausen theory makes the division in the entirely differnt way.
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